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Foreword (from Kevin Riley) 

Challenges are custom scenarios which take the core mechanics of Aeon's End and put a slight twist on 

them. The idea is to add additional variety and force players to approach the game in a different way. As 

challenges are highly experimental, they may not work perfectly or be entirely fair. Some challenges may 

require careful planning of both the market and mages in order to succeed. 

 

Prince Of Gluttons v1.0 

Author: Kevin Riley / Matt Simpson 

Background: 

During initial play testing, the Prince was a very hungry fellow with a big mouth to feed. The final version is 

less fiddly and more manageable, but I (Matt Simpson) was fond of the original version, which requires you 

to buy a lot of cards you don't necessarily want to. I obtained Kevin's permission before posting this, so 

thanks again Kevin I've elaborated a few rules points, just to make sure they're clear. 

Setup: 

Place a card from each gem supply pile next to the Nemesis Mat in 3 separate piles. These piles represent 

the prince's bellies. 

Rules: 

 When cards are devoured, players can place/spread the cards in the bellies in any order or 

distribution they want. A belly is full when it reaches 5 cards. This could also be played as, all cards 

in a devour action go into 1 belly, unless it is full at which point it will overflow to another. 

 Unleash: Devour 2 cards from the cheapest available supply pile - this was not varied by player 

count 

 Exhaustion: Devour all cards in the cheapest available supply pile. Gravehold suffers 2 damages for 

each card devoured this way. 

 The same rules apply that if cards cannot be eaten from a pile, Gravehold suffers damage instead. 

 The top card of any belly can be purchased as if it were a supply pile 

Loss Condition: 

The players lose if all 3 bellies have 5 cards in them at any time - 6 cards in each might be more reasonable. 

 

Keep Him Hungry 

Author: Kevin Riley 

Rules: 

Defeat Prince of Gluttons by running him out of cards. If he has no cards in play and no cards in his deck, 

you win the game. That is the only win condition. You cannot kill him by reducing his life to 0. 
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Hasty Decisions 

Author: Kevin Riley 

In this challenge, actions are sped up dramatically. Minions and powers will be hitting you a turn early. To 

combat that, all of your spells may be cast as soon as they're prepped. 

Rules: 

 Whenever you prep a spell, you may cast it. 

 When a minion enters play, resolve its persistent effect. 

 When a power enters play, remove one of its power tokens. If that would cause that power to have 

0 power tokens, resolve its effect. 

Win Condition: 

You must win by killing the nemesis. (running out his deck is a loss for the players) 

Meet The Rage Queen 

Author: Kevin Riley 

Background: 

Rageborne was broken and shattered. Xaxos personally saw to his final execution. The land of that battle 

would be best described as a wasteland for a long time to come. The rest of our squad began preparations 

for the next battle. Equipment needed repairs. There were gems to gather and minds to renew. 

Not content to give Gravehold a breath of air, Carapace Queen attacked some days later. Our one great 

advantage against these aliens was that they never worked together. Her horde approached in the early 

dawn. In pure darkness, Carapace Queen finally retreated. Her army was spent and her wounds festering. 

We spared little rest. Every battle had its stragglers. Jian took special care to seek out the few mindless 

husks trying to hide underground. One husk even tried to disguise itself within a sapphire-construct. Jian 

absently nicknamed him Sappy as she pulled his insides until they danced with the outside. The Queen had 

left most of the remaining husks behind to cover her retreat. 

We hoped that we would not see her again, but we knew better. These horrors did not give up easily. The 

skittering of claws on the packed floor of dirt and metals warned us long before we ever saw her massive 

pincers. Then, we heard the roar. We didn't expect to hear such anger again. 

Setup: 

Take out the husk track. Construct a nemesis deck for the given player count using Rageborne's specific 

cards. Place the husk/fury tokens next to the mat. You will not need the Strike cards. Place 2 husks on the 

husk track. Place one Swarm (fury) token on the nemesis playmat (carapace queen + rageborne). 
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Rules: 

 Whenever the Rage Queen unleashes, place 2 husks on the track as you would expect when playing 

against Carapace Queen. In addition, she gains one Swarm token. 

 At the end of any nemesis turn in which the Rage Queen has 4 or more Swarm tokens, she Swarms. 

 Whenever a card says Strike, instead Rage Queen swarms. Whenever she Swarms, she loses 3 

Swarm tokens. Like Rageborne, she will only swarm once per turn at the end of her turn. She can 

still swarm more than once per turn if any of her cards say 'Strike'. 

Note: 

For a harder experience, make her only lose 2 or even 1 swarm token when she Swarms. 

 

A Newfound Power 

Author: Kevin Riley 

Background: 

The only thing unusual about her disappearance this time was the length. A week wasn’t unusual. A month 

not unheard of, but by the end of the second month even I started to worry. Kadir regularly delved deep 

into the caves below Gravehold in search of any relics that could give us the killing edge needed to survive 

another battle. No one knew the caves better than her. 

Her first journeys below were borne half of desperation and half of obsession. The darkness lured her spirit 

below. What resistance we offered was ignored in the face of an ever pressing danger outside the walls. 

We needed Kadir to fight, but we needed new weapons even more. 

Kadir announced her return from that first delve with an explosive crash in the midst of battle. She swung a 

glowing staff and flung the skittering husks in all directions. Their claws left huge rents in the ground as 

they tried to brace themselves against the blast. From that day, Brama gave her full leave and encouraged 

her to find whatever she could. 

Sometimes she arrived before any blood had marked the walls. We tried to delay, an additional mage and 

the promise of whatever strength she may have found was worth giving ground, to a point. 

Finally, we could no longer wait for her to join the battle. We were running out of ground to give as 

Gravehold’s walls were penetrated. The order was given and the battle well underway when she finally 

emerged. This time was different. We never knew what shape the relics would take; one was a talisman, 

another a bottles of swirling destruction, but she always brought something. This time, Kadir emerged with 

nothing new in her hands. Her skin held a light sheen of deep purple, while her eyes seemed to light the 

darkness around her. All of that paled in comparison to the forks of brilliant death that jumped from foe to 

foe, leaving only blackened lumps. After the battle, she shared with us the source of her new found power. 
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Rules: 

 Each spell has an extra effect depending on what type of element it is. Spells are one of three of 

elements. Fire, Lightning or Void. 

 Whenever you cast a Fire spell that deals damage to the nemesis, it deals 1 additional damage. 

 Whenever you cast a Lightning spell that deals damage to a minion, deal 1 additional damage to 

any minion. 

 Whenever you cast a Void spell gain 1 aether. 

Use the name of the spell, picture and flavor text to determine what element it should be. Some will be 

obvious. Spark is a Fire spell. Consuming Void is a Void spell. Feral Lightning is a Lightning spell. 

The nemesis starts the game with 20 additional life. Minions come into play with additional life based on 

what tier they are. Tier 2 minions have 2 additional life. Tier 3 minions have 4 additional life. 

You may play with any market, mages and nemesis. 

 

Are You Feeling Lucky? 

Author: Kevin Riley 

Background: 

A long time ago, Aeon’s End was not Aeon's End yet. It was still Discord and Discord had shuffling. Longer 

before that, players were allowed to discard cards. This challenge may be good for players who dislike the 

treadmill mechanic or the nuances of discard order that are used to make the no-shuffling work out. 

Setup: 

Shuffle your starting deck and hand together, then draw 5 cards. 

Rules: 

 When you would flip your deck over, instead shuffle your discard pile and then place it face down 

to form your deck. 

 When your main phase ends: 

o Place all the cards you played that turn into your discard pile. 

o Place all player cards in hand into your discard pile. Tainted Jades and Corruptions cannot be 

discarded this way. 

Restrictions: 

None. Play with any setup 
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Return to Discord 

Author: Kevin Riley 

Lore: 

I held my breath. I didn't blink once. My eyebrows weren't singed yet, but I was still hopeful. Lightning 

coursing through the air spiked my hair into insanity. The raw devastation left me breathless. The finesse 

left me entranced. 

A shadow wrapped around Kadir's legs. In the same instant, Jian's right hand shifted behind her back. From 

Kadir's very core, burning tendrils leapt out and pierced the grasping shadows. An impaled shade 

fragmented into nothingness. One by one the brilliant rays cleansed her of the darkness. As the final 

shadow was extinguished, a column of flame erupted beneath Kadir. The multi-pronged shadow was a ploy 

as Jian's true strike became obvious as the plume of flame continued to grow. 

My eyes couldn’t take anymore. I thought they were melting in my skull as I shut them and ducked my 

head. As I let my eyes cool off, curiosity won over pain. With tears in my eyes, I looked upon the battlefield. 

The winner was obvious. Murmurs grew into a dull roar as more and more people dared look into what 

was nothing but an inferno only moments ago. That roar grew louder until it became a chant for our 

heroes. 

After the battle subsided, I checked my pocket mirror and saw everything I hoped for. My eyebrows were 

gone, ash darkened my face and there was a small burn on top of my ear. Mom would be so mad that I 

skipped out to attend. But, how could I miss watching my two favorites go at it? My classmates would be 

so jealous tomorrow. 

Background: 

As you may or may not know, Aeon's End originally began as a competitive game called Discord. This 

challenge takes Aeon's End and allows you to play it as a competitive one vs one game. 

Setup: 

Decide who takes the first turn of the game and mark it. You will need to know who started when the 

game ends to ensure both players have taken the same number of turns. 

Give each player a life dial (Gravehold & Nemesis). Set each player’s starting life according to the length of 

game you want: 45, 70 or 95 life for a short, medium, or long game respectively. 

One player will be Kadir and the other will be Jian. 

Setup your starting deck and breaches accordingly. 

Some minor rules changes for these mages are needed: 

Jian’s ability only allows her to cast one of her own prepped spells. 

Kadir’s Emerald Shard gives her 2 life instead of 1. 

Put out 12 supply piles. I recommend 3 gems, 6 spells and 3 relics. Due to the different nature of this 

mode, some cards do not make sense while others will work with some slight changes. The cards in 

question are listed below. 
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Rules: 

 Rules are the same as Aeon’s End, except where noted. 

 There is no nemesis. 

 Whenever you deal damage, that damage is dealt to your opponent (the other player). 

 Turns take place back and forth, one player after the other. There is no turn order deck. 

 You are your own ally. When cards would affect an ally, instead they affect you. 

 When a player has 0 or less life, the game ends as soon as both players have taken the same 

number of turns. Whoever has the highest life when the game ends, wins, even if both players have 

negative life. 

Restrictions: 

Cards that can’t be used: 

 Vim Dynamo 

 Essence Theft 

 Combustion 

 Disintegrating Scythe 

 Radiance 

 Burning Opal 

Cards that can be used with errata: 

 Void Bond - You can only cast one of your prepped spells. 

 Wildfire Whip - You can only cast one of your prepped spells. 

 Sifter’s Pearl - Only you get its effect. 

 Focusing Orb - Replace its destroy effect with: “Destroy this. Gain 3 aether. “ 

 Monstrous Inferno - Deal all 7 damage to your opponent. 

 Molten Hammer - You cannot destroy the top card of your opponent’s discard pile. 

 Scrying Bolt - This only deals 5 damage and has no other effect. 

 

The Way Home 

Lore: 

There was no backing down from this mission. Many volunteers were turned away. Felt like everyone I 

knew wanted to join that day. Everyone knew how important this was. There could only be success. For 

generations, war is the only life we’ve known. For generations, we’ve been trapped inside Gravehold. 

Suddenly, it seemed like that could change. She convinced us that it could change. 

Every few days, Z’hana and Brama could be heard arguing. Beams thought the mission too dangerous. 

Sometimes I thought the only reason spells weren't flying was because of the constant tide of war that fell 

upon Gravehold. 

It all started three months ago when Z’hana saw the breach one of those beasts had come through. Early in 

the war, we learned quickly that the breaches were the most dangerous place to be. Against all orders, she 

covered her face with ash and rock dust and entered the breach alone. When she returned, her face was 

blackened. Her right arm was bleeding and one of her blades was missing, but her face didn’t match her 
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appearance. Her face dared to find Hope while her body grimaced from injury upon injury. Before she even 

finished detailing her plan, dust erupted into the air as people ran out to report the news. We all knew 

these monsters would not be sated. They would not stop coming. 

She had finally found a way to end this war. She silenced the building crowd. Z'hana laid out her plan. The 

ground shook and rocks rained from above as our collective roar thundered in her silence. 

The brilliant portal reflected across every surface, only interrupted by the scars of battle that slashed the 

land. The ceiling was blue and dotted with brilliant dots. What sort of creature lived up there? Each dot 

seemed to stretch forever away. The air held a different voice on this world. I was anxious. Nervous. I 

wanted to retreat into a low cave. Everything was too open here, I had no wall against my back, no massive 

stalagmites for cover. 

I had to focus on the mission, not this alien world. Everything would be for naught if we couldn’t return 

home. Our ranks were too thin for every invasion to be a suicide mission. Gravehold would be defenseless 

long before we finished. Somehow, Z'hana found a way to keep the breach open that would return us 

home. We all felt the pressure of that breach behind us, constantly threatening to close. If it closed, we 

would be stranded here. While the danger was great, this was our first mission to bring us one step closer 

to truly becoming free once more. 

In ‘The Way Home’, not only must you defeat the nemesis, with base camp at your back (instead of 

Gravehold), but you will need to return to Gravehold after the battle. Should the breach home close, 

Gravehold will lack precious expertise and supplies that it desperately needs. Should base camp be 

destroyed, you will not have enough supplies or support to complete your mission. Either way, humanity 

would be lost. 

Setup: 

Print and cut out the card(s) provided. There are 3 different ones so that you can adjust the difficulty. Only 

include one in your game. At the start of the game, place ‘The Way Home’ in play with 5 power tokens. 

Each nemesis turn, remove a power token from this power as you would with any other power. When you 

remove the last power token from this power, the way home is sealed and the players lose. 

 

Difficulties: 

Normal: https://www.dropbox.com/s/j2z88bl4vraqfzl/Breach%20Normal.png?dl=0 

Hard: https://www.dropbox.com/s/y38a3065adujmfb/Breach%20Hard.png?dl=0 

Hardest: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6kyb4kbuvmsri5u/Breach%20Hardest.png?dl=0 

Rules: 

 During any player’s main phase that player may spend some amount of aether to add a power 

token to The Way Home, depending on which difficulty you’re playing on. 

 The nemesis starts in tier 1. When the nemesis draws a card of a higher numbered tier, the nemesis 

tier becomes that of the tier of that card. The nemesis tier can never go down. 

 As you are no longer defending Gravehold directly, base camp is referred to above. Mechanically, it 

plays out the same. Gravehold is instead base camp and if base camp has 0 life, you lose. 

 Your mission is to exterminate the nemesis and nothing less will suffice. You do not have enough 

supplies for a second battle. The players win the game by reducing the nemesis’s life to 0. This is 

the only win condition. 
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Lingering Corruption 

Author: Ruduen 

Background: 

Reminders of the battle littered Gravehold. Even though the creature had left days ago, we were still 

reeling from the damage. Gravehold was intact, but the losses were still being tallied. Some got what they 

wanted, but the price they paid was great. Some wished for protection, and found shelter from the worst 

of the attack. Others wished for power, and found themselves braced for more when the battle ceased. 

But all had paid in blood. In the end, more were broken than dead. 

When Rageborne struck again, he lacked his initial vigor. Blood still dripped from where spells pierced his 

thick hide not so long ago. The beast’s movements were lethargic and his swings were heavy. But 

something was different this time. Those that hid before were no longer willing to leave their newfound 

shelter. Those that had joined the fight before were the first on the lines, ignoring their still-fresh wounds. 

Even as the fight continued, the people of Gravehold heard that same lure, still echoing in their skulls. 

Setup: 

Construct the nemesis deck using Rageborne’s specific cards. Do not set up the Strike deck. Instead, take 

the Corruption deck, shuffle it, and place it next to Rageborne. Rageborne gains a fury token. 

Rules: 

 Rageborne’s Unleash is changed to the following: "Any player gains a corruption. Rageborne gains a 

fury token." 

 When a player would gain a corruption, they do not add it to their discard or its normal specified 

location. Instead, that player draws a card from the corruption deck and places it face-down in 

front of their player mat without looking at it. 

 -When a corruption is destroyed, place it on the bottom of the corruption deck. 

 -If a player would gain a corruption and the corruption deck is empty, Gravehold takes 2 damage 

instead. 

 -When Rageborne strikes, instead of drawing a Strike card, resolve the following in order: 

o -The players flip all face-down corruptions face-up. 

o -Each player resolves all face-up corruptions in front of them in any order. 

o -The players collectively gain four Corruptions. 

o -Rageborne loses three fury tokens. 

 -At the end of the Nemesis turn, if Rageborne has four or more Fury tokens, he strikes once. 

 -During any player’s main phase that player may spend 1 aether to flip a face-down corruption face-

up. 

Easy/Normal/Hard Mode Rules: 

During any player’s main phase that player may spend 2/3/4 aether to destroy a face-up corruption. 
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The Prince of Troggs 

Author: Kevin Riley & Ruduen 

The Depths expansion is required. 

Background: 

It would seem these beasts’ hierarchy is not so different from our own. Only one may reign supreme both 

in our own world and theirs. For the last several days, we’ve borne witness to something unusual. We 

couldn’t stop our citizens from watching, but Mist did forcibly dismantle the tent of one particularly 

enthusiastic spectator who had been living out of it shortly after it began. 

Soldiers were kept at ready. Bets were placed. Swords were kept sharpened. Food was served up night and 

day. We stood ready for any outcome, but could only be so lucky that the combatants would lick their 

wounds after this battle. Finally, one terror emerged victorious. Horde-Crone quickly retreated 

underground while Prince of Gluttons assembled his new army of Troggs. Quick to switch allegiance, they 

seemed to have no qualms about following their new leader. The horn was sounded. Civilians cleared the 

walls and took up support positions. The thumping of many feet preluded our battle against the Prince of 

Troggs. 

In this challenge, you must defeat the Prince of Gluttons with his new found army of Troggs, now aptly 

named, “The Prince of Troggs”Setup: 

Setup: 

Use Horde-Crone’s nemesis specific cards to build the nemesis deck. 

Place one gem from each gem supply pile, starting with the most expensive, faceup in a pile next to this 

mat. This pile is the devoured pile. 

Prince of Troggs starts with 60 life. 
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Rules: 

 When Prince of Troggs devours a card, place it on top of the devoured pile. Players may gain the 

top card of the devoured pile by spending aether equal to its cost. 

 When Prince of Troggs would Devour a card from a supply pile that is empty Gravehold suffers 2 

damage instead. 

 Prince of Troggs does not start a devour on an empty supply pile. 

 If all the supply piles are empty except for the devoured pile, the players lose. 

 Unlike normal Horde-Crone, troggs have an effect when the first of a given type enters play. 

 All other rules regarding troggs from Horde-Crone and Prince of Gluttons apply. 

 Unleash: Shuffle the trogg discard pile into the trogg deck. Draw a card from the trogg deck and 

place it into play. 

 When playing with 2p: Devour 1 additional card when the first trogg of a given type enters play. 

 Replace the usual trogg effects with the effects listed here: 

o Orp: 

 1 Devour 1 card from the least expensive supply pile. 

 2 Devour 3 cards from the least expensive supply pile. 

 3 Devour 4 cards from the least expensive supply pile. 

 4 Devour 7 cards from any supply pile. Discard all Orps. 

o Yud: 

 1 Devour 1 card from any supply pile. 

 2 Devour 2 cards from any combination of supply piles. Any player suffers 1 damage. 

 3 Devour 3 cards from any combination of supply piles. Any player suffers 2 damage. 

 4 Devour 5 cards from the cheapest supply pile. The player with the lowest health 

suffers 1 damage for each empty supply pile. Discard all Yuds. 

o Zom: 

 1 Devour 1 card from the most expensive supply pile OR any player discards a gem in 

hand. 

 2 Devour 3 cards from the most expensive supply pile OR the players collectively 

discard 5 cards in hand. 

 3 Devour 4 cards from the most expensive supply pile OR the players collectively 

discard 3 prepped spells. 

 4 Devour 2 cards from any combination of supply piles. Devour 1 additional card 

from any supply pile for each Trogg in play. Discard all Zoms. 


